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Collibra Usage Analytics
Real-time actionable insights on the usage  
of the Collibra platform

As organizations begin to unite around data, understanding which data 
is getting used by which users is key. Without these types of insights, 
teams struggle to understand which users are engaging with their data 
intelligence platform, what data is most relevant for them, and the impact 
their adoption campaigns are having across the organization. 

Collibra Usage Analytics provides organizations with real-time actionable  
insights on the usage of their  Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud. This increased 
visibility into who is using what data asset enables teams to understand 
which data is most relevant and look for other similar types of data to curate. 
It also provides an easy way for teams to proactively monitor adoption  
and take the necessary actions to help maximize their investments in  
data intelligence. Collibra Usage Analytics is now available as part of the 
Collibra Data Intelligence Cloud.

Increase adoption  

Usage Analytics dashboard enables you to quickly 

and easily see real-time data about who is using 

Collibra and what they are using, ensuring you have 

the data you need to understand and improve usage 

across the organization.

Improve visibility  

Real-time analytics show you which communities, 

domains, and assets are being used most and which 

are not being used at all, so you can improve usage 

and optimize your ROI .

Faster time to insights 

Out-of-the-box analytics showing you 

who is using Collibra, how many new 

users you have, and who has access 

but isn’t using it, helping you quickly 

understand usage and the effectiveness 

of your adoption efforts.

Benefits

Collibra Usage Analytics 
provides organizations with 
real-time actionable insights 
on the  usage of their Collibra 
Data Intelligence Cloud.
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Learn more about Collibra Usage Analytics  
at collibra.com/data-intelligence-cloud

Product highlights

Interactive dashboard provides 

real-time visibility into key metrics 

around usage of the Collibra Data 

Intelligence Cloud

Out-of-the-box analytics  on visits, allows 

you to see which new users you have, who 

your top users are, and who has access but 

isn’t using it.

Real-time visibility of the communities, 

domains, and assets being used most and 

least, with the ability to dive deeper into the 

details with just one click. 

Easily see who is using the platform along with which communities, domains, and assets are being used most

https://www.collibra.com/us/en/partners/technology/aws

